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Abstract

In this paper, we establish a sum rule that connects the pseudoen-
tropy and entanglement entropy of a superposition state. Through an-
alytical continuation of the superposition parameter, we demonstrate
that the transition matrix and density matrix of the superposition
state can be treated in a unified manner. Within this framework, we
naturally derive sum rules for the (reduced) transition matrix, pseudo-
Rényi entropy, and pseudoentropy. Furthermore, we demonstrate the
close relationship between the sum rule for pseudoentropy and the sin-
gularity structure of the entropy function for the superposition state
after analytical continuation. We also explore potential applications of
the sum rule, including its relevance to understanding the gravity dual
of non-Hermitian transition matrices and establishing upper bounds
for the absolute value of pseudoentropy.

1 Introduction

For a given quantum system, the wave function or density matrix is expected
to include all the information about the system. In finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces, one can explicitly express the wave function using a complete ba-
sis. However, in the realms of quantum field theories (QFTs) and quantum
many-body systems, obtaining the exact wave function with a given basis is
often infeasible. Instead, we typically study the properties of the wave func-
tion by probing the entanglement or quantum correlations among different
partitions.
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In recent years, entanglement entropy (EE) has been a very useful quan-
tity in various research fields[1]-[4]. Specially, in QFTs it is found to show
some universal properties. In the context of AdS/CFT, EE is found to
be linked to the bulk minimal surface, known as RT [5] or HRT formula
[6], which gives us more insights into the nature of classical and quantum
spacetime [7]-[12].

It is anticipated that the RT or HRT formula should extend beyond
its application solely in AdS/CFT to encompass a broader framework of
gauge/gravity duality, such as dS/CFT[13][14]. An important observation
is that when applying the RT or HRT formula to more general scenarios,
it may yield complex-valued results on the gravity side[15]. This implies
that the dual quantity in boundary theories cannot be straightforwardly
interpreted as EE. Thus, it suggests the necessity of generalizing the concept
of EE to encompass a wider range of situations.

A proper way to generalize EE is by transitioning from the density ma-
trix to what is known as the transition matrix[16]. In standard quantum
mechanics, a system is characterized by the state |ψ⟩, or by the density
matrix ρ = |ψ⟩⟨ψ|. The transition matrix incorporates another state |ϕ⟩,
thereby extending the density matrix ρ to non-Hermitian T ψ|ϕ = |ψ⟩⟨ϕ|

⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ . The
non-Hermitian transition matrix exhibits very similar properties to the den-
sity matrix. If one can describe the system using the transition matrix, we
can define the reduced transition matrix for subsystem A

T ψ|ϕ
A := trĀT ψ|ϕ, (1)

where Ā is the complementary part of A. Subsequently, we can define the

quantity S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) := −trT ψ|ϕ

A log T ψ|ϕ
A as a generalization of von Neumann

entropy of ρA := trρ[16], see also [17]. S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) is referred to as pseudoen-

tropy (PE), and it is generally complex-valued. To compute PE we usually

introduce the pseudo-Rényi entropy S(n)(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

log tr(T ψ|ϕ
A )n

1−n for n being in-
tegers. The PE can be obtained by analytical continuation of n and taking

the limit S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) = limn→1 S

(n)(T ψ|ϕ
A )1.

A common question regarding the concept of PE is whether it can be
interpreted as a type of entropy. This is actually a subtle question. On one
hand, EE can be seen as a special case when |ϕ⟩ = |ψ⟩. On the other hand if
one insist the RT or HRT formula can be applied to more general situations,
it is nature to introduce the transition matrix and PE in QFTs. On the other
hand, if one insists that the RT or HRT formula can be applied to more
general situations, it is natural to introduce the transition matrix and PE in
QFTs. Furthermore, recent findings have revealed that the transition matrix
is inherently linked to the density matrix of the superposition state[37]. To
state the relation we would like to introduce a series of superposition states

1See [18]-[50] for recent processes.
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denoted by |ξ(c)⟩, defined as

|ξ(c)⟩ = N (c)(|ϕ⟩+ c|ψ⟩), (2)

where N (c) = 1/
√
1 + |c|2 + c⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ c∗⟨ψ|ϕ⟩ is the normalization constant

for the state |ξ(c)⟩. We also define the reduced density matrix ρA(c) :=
trĀ|ξ(c)⟩⟨ξ(c)|. It is expected that we can establish the following relations

connecting the operator T ψ|ϕ
A and ρA(c),

(T ψ|ϕ
A )n =

∑
c∈S

a(c)[ρA(c)]
n, (3)

where a(c) are n-dependent constants, the index c belongs to a given set
denoted by S.

The sum rule (3) implies that the transition matrix is connected to the
density matrix in a precise manner. This operator sum rule enables the
derivation of a relationship between pseudo-Rényi entropy and Rényi en-
tropy. Consequently, it offers a pathway to comprehend the physical sig-
nificance of pseudo-Rényi entropy and PE. In [37] we construct a sum rule
for the pseudo-Rényi entropy by using discrete Fourier transformation. For
the sake of comparison, let’s introduce the sum rule given in [37]. The
superposition states are given by

|ξk⟩ = N (e
2πi

2n+1
k)(|ϕ⟩+ e

2πi
2n+1

k|ψ⟩), (4)

where N (e
2πi

2n+1
k) = 1/

√
2 + e

2πi
2n+1

k⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ e−
2πi

2n+1
k⟨ψ|ϕ⟩. The operator sum

rule is

(T ψ|ϕ
A )n =

2n∑
k=0

ak[ρA(k)]
n, (5)

with

ak := a(e
2πi

2n+1
k) =

e−
2πi

2n+1
kn

(2n+ 1)N n
k

, Nk := N (e
2πi

2n+1
k)2⟨ϕ|ψ⟩, (6)

where ρA(k) := ρA(e
2πi

2n+1
k).

As emphasized in [37], the form of the sum rule is not unique and depends
on the choices of the set S. Other forms of the sum rule can be obtained
by appropriately selecting the set S and coefficients a(c). However, the sum
rule derived in [37] does not smoothly converge to the pseudoentropy in the
limit as n approaches 1. In this paper, we demonstrate that the sum rule for
pseudo-Rényi entropy can also be expressed in integral form by using the
Fourier transformation. Furthermore, we utilize this result to derive a sum
rule for pseudoentropy.
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More importantly, through the construction of the new form sum rule,
we discover that the transition matrix and density matrix of a superposi-
tion state can be treated in a unified manner. This is achieved by analyt-
ically continuing the real superposition parameter to complex values. In
this framework, the transition matrix can be obtained through contour in-
tegration at infinity. Using the properties of complex integration, the sum
rule for the transition matrix, pseudo-Rényi entropy, and PE can be derived
naturally. In fact, this approach can be readily extended to other quantities
defined by the transition matrix.

2 A new form sum rule

In this paper we would like to consider the superposition state

|ξ(θ)⟩ = N (θ)(|ϕ⟩+ eiθ|ψ⟩), (7)

where θ ∈ (−π, π) and N (θ) = 1/
√

2 + eiθ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ e−iθ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩ is the normal-
ization constant. The new sum rule is expressed as

(T ψ|ϕ
A )n =

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθN n

θ ρA(θ)
n, (8)

where Nθ := N (θ)−2⟨ϕ|ψ⟩−1. The form of the above sum rule is very similar
to the one (5). Here, we derive the result using Fourier transformation. Its
advantages will become clear in the following sections.

Using the operator sum rule (8) one could establish sum rule for the
pseudo-Rényi entropy and off-diagonal matrix elements as we have done in
[37]. The pseudo-Rényi entropy sum rule is easy to obtain by taking trace
on both side of (8), the result is

e(1−n)S
(n)(T ψ|ϕ

A ) =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθN n

θ e
(1−n)S(n)(ρA(θ)). (9)

Consider a set of operators {Aj} (j=1,...,m) located in the subsystem A. If
m ≤ n we would have the following interesting relations

m∏
j=1

⟨ϕ|Aj |ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθN n

θ

m∏
j=1

⟨ξ(θ)|Aj |ξ(θ)⟩. (10)

The formula above demonstrates that the off-diagonal elements ⟨ϕ|A|ψ⟩ can
be related to the diagonal ones ⟨ξ(θ)|Aj |ξ(θ)⟩. This relation can be directly
verified using the properties of Fourier transformation. In quantum field
theory, it can also be derived by employing replica methods to evaluate the
pseudo-Rényi entropy. Eq.(10) is closely connected to Eq.(9) in this context.
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2.1 Proof of the operator sum rule

Although the proof of the new operator sum rule (8) closely resembles the
one in [37], for the sake of completeness, we will briefly outline the proof
here. The key step is that ρA(c) can be expanded as follows,

ρA(c) = N (c)2
(
ρϕA + c⟨ϕ|ψ⟩T ψ|ϕ

A + c∗⟨ψ|ϕ⟩T ϕ|ψ
A + cc∗ρψA

)
, (11)

where ρϕA := trĀ|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|, and ρ
ψ
A := trĀ|ψ⟩⟨ψ|. The n-th power of ρA(c) should

include polynomial terms involving four operators on the right-hand side of
(11).

[ρA(c)]
n =

∑
{r,s,t}

ct+r(c∗)s+r⟨ϕ|ψ⟩t⟨ψ|ϕ⟩sN (c)2n{(ρϕA)
n−r−s−t(T ψ|ϕ

A )t(T ϕ|ψ
A )s(ρψA)

r

+ · · · }, (12)

where “ + · · · ” denotes the sum of all possible permutation terms for each
fixed r, s, t. One of the special term in the summation is the one with

t = n, s = 0, r = 0, i.e., (T ψ|ϕ
A )n. One could consider the linear combination

of [ρA(c)]
n as the right hand side of (3). The key point is that it is possible

for only the special terms (T ψ|ϕ
A )n to remain while all others disappear. To

achieve this we require the condition∑
c∈S

a(c)ct+r(c∗)s+r⟨ϕ|ψ⟩t⟨ψ|ϕ⟩sN (c)2n = δs,0δt,n, (13)

Now we would like to consider a continuous set S = {eiθ} with θ ∈ (−π, π).
The summation in (13) should be replaced by integration over the interval
(−π, π). We have the equation∫ π

−π
dθf(θ)ei(t−s−n)θ = δs,0δt,n, (14)

where

f(θ) := a(eiθ)
[
eiθN (eiθ)2⟨ϕ|ψ⟩

]n
. (15)

The solution to the above equation is f(θ) = 1
2π , from which we can obtain

a(eiθ). Thus, we have established the validity of the new operator sum rule
(8). Through a similar treatment, one could also derive an operator sum
rule for the case where |ψ⟩ and |ϕ⟩ are orthogonal.

Let us discuss why the term (T ψ|ϕ
A )n is particularly significant. The

summation terms on the right hand side of (12) actually contain many in-
teresting terms that can be utilized to derive other measures of information.
One example is the term (ρϕA)

n−1ρψA, which is employed in [51] to compute
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the relative entropy for the density matrices ρϕA and ρψA. This term corre-
sponds to t = s = 0 and r = 1 in the summation in (12). In general, we
can parameterize the index c as Reiθ, where R ∈ (0,+∞) and θ ∈ (0, 2π).
The coefficients associated with fixed t, s, r in the summation of Eq.(12) are
given by

R2r+t+sei(t−s)θ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩t⟨ψ|ϕ⟩sN (Reiθ)2n. (16)

The term (ρϕA)
n−1ρψA corresponds to the case t = s = 0, r = 1.Its coeffi-

cient is same with the terms corresponding to t = s = 1, r = 0, that is

(ρϕA)
n−2T ψ|ϕ

A T ϕ|ψ
A along with all their possible permutations. Consequently,

isolating the term (ρϕA)
n−1ρψA using the method we previously discussed is

not feasible.

2.2 Analytical continuation of the superposition parameter

The sum rule (8) can also be seen as a natural result by analytical contin-
uation of the superposition parameter θ of the state |ξ(θ)⟩. Let us consider
the unnormalized state

|ξ̃(θ)⟩ = |ϕ⟩+ eiθ|ψ⟩, (17)

and the density matrix

ρ̃(θ) = |ξ̃(θ)⟩⟨ξ̃(θ)| = (|ϕ⟩+ eiθ|ψ⟩)(⟨ϕ|+ e−iθ⟨ψ|). (18)

If θ lies in the interval (−π, π), the operator ρ̃(θ) is Hermitian. We can
treat ρ̃(θ) as a function of a real parameter θ. Now, we aim to perform an
analytical continuation of θ to arbitrary complex values, akin to the Wick
rotation method employed in quantum field theory. The result is

ρ̃(z) = (|ϕ⟩+ z|ψ⟩)(⟨ϕ|+ 1

z
⟨ψ|), (19)

where z is complex. The function ρ̃(z) is defined on the complex plane,
with the density matrix ρ̃(θ) lying specifically on the unit circle |z| = 1. It’s
worth noting that ρ̃(z) is Hermitian only when evaluated on points lying on
the unit circle |z| = 1.

ρ̃(z) has simple poles at z = 0 and z = ∞. One could extract the
off-diagonal element |ϕ⟩⟨ψ| by using the integral

|ϕ⟩⟨ψ| = 1

2πi

∮
C
dzρ̃(z), (20)

where C represents an arbitrary closed counterclockwise contour enclosing
the point z = 0, see Fig.1. Similarly, we have

|ψ⟩⟨ϕ| = 1

2πi

∮
C
dz

1

z2
ρ̃(z), (21)
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Figure 1: The contours for evaluating the integral (20) and (21) on the
complex z plane. The contour can be deformed to the unit circle (depicted
in blue).

where C denotes the same contour shown in Fig.1. The contours C can be
deformed to the unit circle |z| = 1. One could also extract |ψ⟩⟨ϕ| from the
pole at infinity z = ∞, that is

|ψ⟩⟨ϕ| = 1

2πi

∮
C
dzρ̃(1/z), (22)

where C is again the contour surrounding z = 0. we can derive the density
matrix under the dephasing channel as

|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ|+ |ψ⟩⟨ψ| = 1

2πi

∮
C
z−1ρ̃(z). (23)

By changing the coordinate z = eiθ the off-diagonal elements |ϕ⟩⟨ψ| and
|ψ⟩⟨ϕ| can be written as linear combinations of the density matrix ρ̃(θ).

The sum rule (8) can be understood by similar way. The first step
is to define the reduced operator ρ̃A(z) := trĀρ̃(z). ρ̃A(z) and its n-th
power (ρ̃A(z))

n with n being integers are both meromorphic functions. By
calculation we have

(ρ̃A(z))
n = zn(T̃ ψ|ϕ

A )n + ..., (24)

where T̃ ψ|ϕ
A := trĀ|ψ⟩⟨ϕ|, “+...” represents terms involving powers of z less

than n. Thus we obtain

(T̃ ψ|ϕ
A )n =

1

2πi

∮
C
z−n−1(ρ̃A(z))

ndz. (25)

Specially, the contour C can be chosen as the unit circle |z| = 1. This
choice results in the operator sum rule (8) upon restoring the normalization
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constants for T̃ ψ|ϕ
A and ρ̃A(z). Define ρ(z) = N (z)ρ̃(z), with N (z) = z(2z+

z2⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)−1, we have

(T ψ|ϕ
A )n =

1

2πi

∮
C
z−n−1N n

z ρ(z)
ndz, (26)

where Nz = N (z)−1⟨ϕ|ψ⟩−1. Taking z = eiθ we obtain the sum rule (8).
The above discussion can be extended to more general cases. We begin

with the function ρ̃(z) which has simple poles on the complex z plane. The
function (ρ̃(z)A)

n stands out due to the specific operations of partial trace
and taking the n-th power. Indeed, it remains a meromorphic function, with
its poles clearly identifiable. In general, the inclusion of more generalized
quantum channel operations R(ρ̃) may lead to result functions that are
not meromorphic. These functions could possess more intricate singularity
structures, such as branch cuts. In such cases, careful consideration of the
chosen contours becomes imperative. In the following we will show the
entanglement entropy as examples.

The analytical continuation of the superposition parameter can indeed
be extended to multiple superposition states. For instance,

ρ̃(θ1, ..., θm) :=
m∑
k=1

m∑
k′=1

eiθk |ψk⟩⟨ψk′ |e−iθk′ (27)

By extending the real parameters {θk} (k = 1, ...,m) to complex values,
we obtain a function ρ̃(z1, ..., zm) defined on multiple complex variables
z1, ..., zm.

3 Pseudo entropy sum rule

3.1 An approximated sum rule

In [37] by using the formula (5) for pseudo-Rényi entropy, we derive a ten-
tative sum rule for pseudoentropy, which is given by

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

2∑
k=0

e−
2πi
3
k

3⟨ϕ|ψ⟩
S(ρA(k))|n=1

[N (e
2πi
3
k)]2

. (28)

However, we have shown in [37] the sum rule for pseudoentropy is not correct
for general cases. It is only applicable if the distance between the two states
|ψ⟩ and |ϕ⟩ is small. For example |ϕ⟩ ∝ |ψ⟩+ ϵ|ψ′⟩, where ϵ≪ 1, the above
sum rule (28) is correct at the leading order of ϵ. This actually means the
pseudoentropy also satisfy the first-law like relation at leading order of the
perturbation[37].
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3.2 A method to obtain entanglement entropy from Rényi
entropy

It is easy to check the sum rule (8) for n being integers. But it would be
subtle to analytically extend n to complex numbers. To avoid this, we would
like to use a method to extract entanglement entropy from Rényi entropy
without analytical continuation of n, which is introduced in [52].

Firstly, let us briefly review this method. For a given density matrix ρ,
suppose we know the trace of powers of ρ,

Rn(ρ) = trρn, (29)

for the integers n > 1. The strategy is to introduce the generating function

G(z, ρ) = −tr
(
ρ log

1− zρ

1− z

)
=
∑
n=2

zn−1

n− 1
[Rn(ρ)− 1] , (30)

where the series is convergent in the unit disc |z| < 1. The function G(z, ρ)
can be analytically continued to the cut plane C\[1,∞), where [1,∞) is the
branch cut of the logarithm. It can be shown one could obtain entanglement
entropy by

S(ρ) := −trρ log ρ = lim
z→−∞

G(z, ρ). (31)

One could generalize the above method to the transition matrix T , which
is in general non-hermitian. One could also define the generating function
G(z, T ) by replacing ρ with T in (30). In our approach, the operator T
would be normalized to tr(T ) = 1. One could similarly define the generating
function

G(z, T ) = −tr
(
T log

1− zT
1− z

)
. (32)

Suppose the series expansion like (30) is convergent in the disc |z| < 1.
Then the function G(z, T ) can be analytically continued to the cut plane
C\[1,∞). Similarly, one could obtain the pseudoentropy by

S(T ) := −trT log T = lim
z→−∞

G(z, T ). (33)
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3.3 Derivation of the sum rule

By using the new sum rule (8) and the definition of generating function G,
we have

G(z, T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

∞∑
n=2

zn−1

n− 1

[
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθN n

θ trρA(θ)
n − 1

]

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθ

∞∑
n=2

zn−1

n− 1
e−inθN n

θ trρA(θ)
n −

∞∑
n=2

zn−1

n− 1

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθG[z′, ρ(θ)]e−iθNθ +

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθ

[ ∞∑
n=2

z′n−1

n− 1
e−iθNθ −

∞∑
n=2

zn−1

n− 1

]
,

(34)

where z′ := ze−iθNθ. Taking the limit z → −∞ on both side of the above
equation, we have

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθS[ρ(θ)] +

1

2π
lim

z→−∞

∫ π

−π
dθ

[ ∞∑
n=2

zn−1

n− 1
e−inθN n

θ −
∞∑
n=2

zn−1

n− 1

]
,(35)

where we have assumed the order of integration and limit can be exchanged.
Further we have∫ π

−π
dθe−inθN n

θ =

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθ

(
2 + eiθ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ e−iθ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩

)n
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩−n = 1.(36)

Note that we have used the fact that n is an integer. Thus the second term
is vanishing. Finally, we obtain the sum rule for pseudoentropy

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθS[ρA(θ)]. (37)

As we will demonstrate below, the above sum rule for PE is only valid for
some special cases.

The usual approach to obtain the EE or PE is through the analytical
continuation of n → 1. Actually, taking derivative with respect to n on
both side of (8) we would obtain a different result. By definition we have

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) = −∂ntr(T ψ|ϕ

A )n|n=1. On the right-hand side of (8) we would have

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθS[ρA(θ)] +

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθ log[e

−iθNθ]. (38)

Comparing with (37), there exists an additional term that generally does
not vanish. This implies that the integrand on the right-hand side of (8)
cannot be analytically continued to arbitrary n. However, in the approach
utilizing the generating functions G(z, T ) and G(z, ρ(θ)), we consistently
maintain n as an integer.
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3.4 Methods by analytical continuation of superposition pa-
rameter

We can also express the sum rule by Cauchy integral. Define ζ = eiθ, we
have

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

1

2πi

∮
|ζ|=1

NζS(ρA(ζ))dζ, (39)

whereNζ := ζ−2(2+ζ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ζ−1⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)⟨ϕ|ψ⟩−1 and S(ρ(ζ)) := S(ρA(θ))|θ=−i log ζ .
Here, we assume that the function NζS(ρA(ζ)) is a meromorphic function
within the unit circle |ζ| ≤ 1. In general, S(ρA(ζ)) may involve logarithmic
functions, and it seems necessary to consider the branch cut of the loga-
rithmic function for consistency. However, in certain cases, one can expand
S(ρA(ζ)) as polynomials of ζ with respect to certain parameters, such as the
short interval length ℓ expansions in 2D CFT, as will be discussed in a later
section. Thus, by the residue theorem, the PE can be expressed as

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

∑
i,|ζ|≤1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] , (40)

where Res(f, ai) denotes the residues of f at ai.
In Section 2.2, we demonstrated that a more appropriate understanding

of the operator sum rule (8) is achieved through the analytical continuation
of the superposition parameter θ. In fact, the form of the sum rule for PE
(39) also implies a connection with the analytical continuation of θ.

Recall the result of the operator ρ̃(ζ) defined on the complex ζ plane,

ρ(ζ) = N (ζ)(|ϕ⟩+ ζ|ψ⟩)(⟨ϕ|+ 1

ζ
⟨ψ|), (41)

where N (ζ) = ζ(2ζ + ζ2⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ + ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)−1. As a function of ζ, we find

limζ→∞ ρ(ζ) = T ψ|ϕ. Furthermore, we also have limζ→∞ ρA(ζ) = T ψ|ϕ
A . The

entropy function S(ρA(ζ)) = −trA[ρA(ζ) log ρA(ζ)] can also be considered
as a function on the complex ζ plane. We find

lim
ζ→∞

S(ρA(ζ)) = S(T ψ|ϕ
A ). (42)

This implies that the function S(ρA(ζ)) approaches a constant as ζ tends to
infinity. Eq.(39) suggests we can extract the PE by using Cauchy integral.
Recall the function Nζ := ζ−2(2 + ζ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ + ζ−1⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)⟨ϕ|ψ⟩−1 we find that
at ζ → ∞ we have Nζ =

1
ζ + ... . We can choose a closed clockwise contour

at infinity (as shown in Fig.2) and extract the S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) by

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) = − 1

2πi

∮
C∞

dζNζS(ρA(ζ)). (43)
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Figure 2: The contours for Eq.(45) and singularities (red dot) of the function
NζS(ρA(ζ)).

Note that the function NζS(ρA(ζ)) is expected to exhibit singularities on

the ζ plane. As ζ → 0, ρ(ζ) → |ϕ⟩⟨ψ|
⟨ψ|ψ⟩ , yet Nζ → 1

ζ3
⟨ψ|ϕ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ . Consequently,

NζS(ρA(ζ)) is guaranteed to have at least one singularity at ζ = 0. The ex-
act singularities of S(ρA(ζ)) depends on states that we consider. In general,
assume there exists singularities as shown in Fig.2. By residue theorem we
can express PE as the residue summations over the ζ plane,

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

∑
i,ζ plane

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] . (44)

This formula is valuable for evaluating the PE. However, our primary aim

is to establish a connection between the PE S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) and the EE of ρA(θ).

Therefore, one may use for the contours depicted in Fig.2, as they facilitate
this investigation. Again, by using residue theorem we have

1

2πi

∮
C∞

dζNζS(ρA(ζ)) +
1

2πi

∮
C1

dζNζS(ρA(ζ)) +
1

2πi

∮
C2

dζNζS(ρA(ζ))

+
1

2πi

∮
|ζ|=1

dζNζS(ρA(ζ)) = −
∑
i,|ζ|>1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] , (45)

where C1 and C2 are two arbitrarily chosen paths that do not pass through
any singularities. The contributions to the integral from C1 and C2 cancel
each other out provided they are sufficiently close. By using (43) we find

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

1

2πi

∮
|ζ|=1

dζNζS(ρA(ζ)) +
∑
i,|ζ|>1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] . (46)

Comparing with formula (39), we observe additional contributions from the
summation of residues in the region |ζ| > 1. In the special case that there
exists no singularities in |ζ| > 1. The formula (46) would reduce to (39). In

12



the following sections, we will consider some examples that demonstrate the
correctness of the sum rule formula (46) for general cases.

Before we move one let us comment the formula that we derived in sec-
tion.3.3. In that approach there are no additional terms of the residues
contributions (46). In the approach outlined in Section 3.3, we make two
assumptions. First, we assume that the order of integration and limit can be
interchanged in Eq.(34). Second, we assume that the limit limz→−∞G[z′, ρ(θ)]
with z′ = ze−iθNθ exists and equals S(ρA(θ)). The function G[z′, ρ(θ)] has
a branch cut on [1,∞]. When taking the limit z → −∞, we need to avoid
the branch cut. However, z′ = ze−iθNθ may encounter the branch cut for
certain values of θ, which may pose a problem. Currently, we do not have
a solution for this issue. Nonetheless, the derivation of (46) in this section
remains valid.

4 Examples

To check the sum rule formula for PE we will consider some examples in
this section.

4.1 Qubit examples

Assume the basis of two qubits system are |00⟩, |01⟩, |10⟩ and |11⟩. Define
two pure states

|ϕ⟩ = 1√
|αϕ|2 + |βϕ|2

(αϕ|00⟩+ βϕ|11⟩),

|ψ⟩ = 1√
|αψ|2 + |βψ|2

(αψ|00⟩+ βψ|11⟩), (47)

where αϕ, αψ, βϕ and βψ are arbitrary constants. The reduced density
matrix of the superposition state |ξ(θ)⟩ = N (θ)(|ϕ⟩+ eiθ|ψ⟩) is diagonal,

ρA(θ) =

(
λ1 0
0 λ2

)
, (48)

with

λ1 = [N (θ)]2
∣∣∣ αϕ√

|αϕ|2 + |βϕ|2
+

αψe
iθ√

|αψ|2 + |βψ|2
∣∣∣2,

λ2 = [N (θ)]2
∣∣∣ βϕ√

|αϕ|2 + |βϕ|2
+

βψe
iθ√

|αψ|2 + |βψ|2
∣∣∣2,

13



where

[N (θ)]−2 =
∣∣∣ αϕ√

|αϕ|2 + |βϕ|2
+

αψe
iθ√

|αψ|2 + |βψ|2
∣∣∣2

+
∣∣∣ βϕ√

|αϕ|2 + |βϕ|2
+

βψe
iθ√

|αψ|2 + |βψ|2
∣∣∣2. (49)

The reduced transition matrix T ψ|ϕ
A is also diagonal, which is

T ψ|ϕ
A =

(
t1 0
0 t2

)
, (50)

with

t1 =
α∗
ϕαψ

α∗
ϕαψ + β∗ϕβψ

, t2 =
β∗ϕβψ

α∗
ϕαψ + β∗ϕβψ

.

Here we consider αϕ = αψ = βϕ = 1 and βψ = eiγ . Assume |γ| ≪ 1, thus

we could expand the S(ρA(θ)) as well as S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) with respect to parameter

γ. With some calculation we have

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) = log(2) +

γ2

8
+
γ4

64
+O

(
γ5
)
, (51)

and

NζS(ρ(ζ)) =
(ζ + 1)2 log(2)

ζ3
− iγ(ζ + 1) log(2)

ζ3
+
γ2
(
ζ2 − 2ζ + 1− 4 log(2)

)
8ζ3

− iγ3((2 log(2)− 3)ζ + 3− 4 log(2))

24ζ3

+
γ4
(
3ζ4 + 4ζ3 + (10 log(2)− 2)ζ2 + 4(4 log(2)− 5)ζ − 9 + 10 log(2)

)
192ζ3(ζ + 1)2

+O(γ5).

One could evaluate the residues of the above formula in the unit circle,∑
i,|ζ|≤1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] = log(2) +
γ2

8
+
γ4

64
+O

(
γ5
)
. (52)

The sum rule formula (37) is correct for this case. One can compute the
outcomes up to any desired order of O(γ) and demonstrate the validity of
the sum rule. Note that the sum rule for PE (28) derived in [37] is only
valid up to the order of O(γ2).

4.2 Perturbation state

Let us consider the two states |ψ⟩ and |ϕ⟩ = Nϕ(|ψ⟩ + ϵ|ψ′⟩), where Nϕ =
1− 1

2(ϵ⟨ψ|ψ
′⟩+ ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩+O(ϵ2). We have

⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ = 1 +
1

2
ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩ − 1

2
ϵ⟨ψ|ψ′⟩+O(ϵ2). (53)

14



The reduced transition matrix is given by

T ψ|ϕ
A = ρψA − ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩ρψA + ϵ∗T ψ|ψ′

A +O(ϵ2). (54)

The superposition state is

|ξ(θ)⟩ = N (θ)

[
(1 + eiθ)|ψ⟩ − 1

2
(ϵ⟨ψ|ψ′⟩+ ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩)|ψ⟩ − ϵ|ψ′⟩

]
+O(ϵ2),(55)

where the normalization satisfies

N (θ)2|1 + eiθ|2 = 1 +
1

2

1

1 + eiθ
(ϵ⟨ψ|ψ′⟩+ ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩) + 1

2

1

1 + e−iθ
(ϵ⟨ψ|ψ′⟩+ ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩)

+ ϵ∗
1

1 + e−iθ
⟨ψ′|ψ⟩+ ϵ

1

1 + eiθ
⟨ψ|ψ′⟩+O(ϵ2). (56)

The reduced density matrix ρA(θ) is given by

ρA(θ) = ρψA + ϵ∗
1

1 + e−iθ
⟨ψ′|ψ⟩ρψA − ϵ∗

1

1 + e−iθ
T ψ|ψ′

A

+ ϵ
1

1 + eiθ
⟨ψ|ψ′⟩ρψA − ϵ

1

1 + eiθ
T ψ′|ψ
A +O(ϵ2). (57)

It would be straightforward to verify the correctness of the operator sum rule
(8) at the leading order of O(ϵ). In [37] we have shown actually the sum
rule (28) is correct at the leading order of O(ϵ), but it can not be applicable
at the order of O(ϵ2). One could evaluate the EE and PE at the leading
order of O(ϵ) and check the sum rule for PE (37). Moreover, we would like
to show it is also correct for the the order of O(ϵ2).

4.2.1 Perturbation calculation of EE and PE

At the leading order of O(ϵ) both EE and PE satisfy the first-law like rela-
tion, we have

δS(1)(T ψ|ϕ
A ) = −ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩⟨ψ|Hψ

A|ψ⟩+ ϵ∗⟨ψ′|Hψ
A|ψ⟩, (58)

and

δS(1)(ρ(θ)) = ϵ∗
1

1 + e−iθ
⟨ψ′|ψ⟩⟨ψ|Hψ

A|ψ⟩ − ϵ∗
1

1 + e−iθ
⟨ψ′|Hψ

A|ψ⟩

+ ϵ
1

1 + eiθ
⟨ψ|ψ′⟩⟨ψ|Hψ

A|ψ⟩ − ϵ
1

1 + eiθ
⟨ψ′|Hψ

A|ψ⟩, (59)

where Hψ
A := − log ρψA is the modular Hamiltonian for the state ρψA.

For an operator M with trM = 1 we have the identity

− logM =

∫ ∞

0
dβ

(
1

β +M
− 1

β + 1

)
. (60)
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For our purposes, M would stand for the reduced density matrix ρA(θ) (57)

or transition matrix T ψ|ϕ
A (54). We also have the entropy formula

S(M) = −trM logM =

∫ ∞

0
dβ

(
trM

1

β +M
− 1

β + 1

)
. (61)

We want to consider the second order variation of S under the perturbation
M + δM with trδM = 0. The result is

δS(2)(M) = −
∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β +M)2
δM

1

β +M
δM

)
, (62)

see Appendix.A for details. Now the result can be used for the operator T ψ|ϕ
A

(54) and ρ(θ) (57). There is a subtle point. Typically, the spectra of the

reduced transition matrix are complex. If T ψ|ϕ
A exhibits negative spectra, the

expression above might become undefined. Hence, it’s preferable to assume

that T ψ|ϕ
A does not possess negative spectra. We have

δS(2)(T ψ|ϕ
A ) = −(ϵ∗)2⟨ψ′|ψ⟩2

∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
ρψA

1

β + ρψA
ρψA

)

+ (ϵ∗)2⟨ψ′|ψ⟩
∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
ρψA

1

β + ρψA
T ψ|ψ′

)

+ (ϵ∗)2⟨ψ′|ψ⟩
∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
T ψ|ψ′ 1

β + ρψA
ρψA

)

− (ϵ∗)2
∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
T ψ|ψ′ 1

β + ρψA
T ψ|ψ′

)
,(63)

and

δS(2)(ρA(θ)) = −(ϵ∗)2
⟨ψ′|ψ⟩2

(1 + e−iθ)2

∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
ρψA

1

β + ρψA
ρψA

)

+ (ϵ∗)2
⟨ψ′|ψ⟩

(1 + e−iθ)2

∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
ρψA

1

β + ρψA
T ψ|ψ′

)

+ (ϵ∗)2
⟨ψ′|ψ⟩

(1 + e−iθ)2

∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
T ψ|ψ′ 1

β + ρψA
ρψA

)

− (ϵ∗)2
1

(1 + e−iθ)2

∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
1

(β + ρψA)
2
T ψ|ψ′ 1

β + ρψA
T ψ|ψ′

)
+ h.c., (64)
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4.2.2 Sum rule for perturbation state

Now using the results (63) (64), one could check the sum rule (37) or (39).
By definition we have

Nθ = (2 + eiθ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ e−iθ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)⟨ϕ|ψ⟩−1

= 2 + eiθ + e−iθ − ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩(1 + e−iθ) + ϵ⟨ψ|ψ′⟩(1 + e−iθ) +O(ϵ2).

At the leading order of O(ϵ) by using (58) (59) and (65) we have

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθ(2 + eiθ + e−iθ)δS(1)(ρ(θ))

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθ(1 + e−iθ)2δS(1)(ρ(θ)) = δS(1)(T ψ|ϕ

A ). (65)

This result demonstrates the validity of the sum rule (37) at the leading
order of O(ϵ). To investigate the order of O(ϵ2), we must assess two terms.
The first involves the multiplication of the O(ϵ) component of Nθ (65) with
δS(1), that is

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθ(−ϵ∗⟨ψ′|ψ⟩(1 + e−iθ) + ϵ⟨ψ|ψ′⟩(1 + e−iθ))δS(1)(ρ(θ)), (66)

which is vanishing. The other term is

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθ(2 + eiθ + e−iθ)δS(2)(ρ(θ)) = δS(2)(T ψ|ϕ

A ), (67)

which can be confirmed through straightforward calculations. Thus, we have
established the validity of the sum rule for the PE (37) for the perturbed
state up to the order of O(ϵ2). Furthermore, one could extend these calcu-
lations to demonstrate its correctness for any order of perturbation.

4.3 Short interval expansion

Consider an interval A with length ℓ in 2-dimensional CFT . One could
evaluate the pseudoentropy and EE by using operator product expansion
(OPE) of twist operator [53]-[57]. For the reduced density matrix ρA we
have the expansion

SA(ρA) =
c

3
log

ℓ

ϵ
+

n∑
m=1

∑
µX1,...,Xm

ℓ∆µX1
+...+∆XmaµX1...Xmtr(ρAµX1)...tr(ρAXm),(68)

where Xi (i = 1, ...,m) are the quasi-primary operators for the OPE of twist
operator, ∆Xi are their conformal dimension, hσ is the conformal weight of
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twist operator, aµX1...Xm are the constant coefficients that are independent

with ρA. For the transition matrix T ψ|ϕ
A we also have the similar expansion

SA(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

c

3
log

ℓ

ϵ
+

n∑
m=1

∑
X1,...,Xm

ℓ∆µX1
+...+∆XmaµX1...Xmtr(T

ψ|ϕ
A µX1)...tr(T ψ|ϕ

A Xm).(69)

Define the function Fm(θ) := tr(ρA(θ)µX1)...tr(ρ(θ)AXm), which can be
expanded as

Fm(θ) = N (θ)2m
m∏
i=1

(
⟨ϕ|Xi|ϕ⟩+ e−iθ⟨ψ|Xi|ϕ⟩+ eiθ⟨ϕ|Xi|ψ⟩+ ⟨ψ|Xi|ψ⟩

)
,(70)

Note that the coefficients aµX1...Xm are same for the PE and EE. To check
the sum rule we only need to consider the following integral,

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθFm(θ)

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθ

∏m
i=1

(
⟨ϕ|Xi|ϕ⟩+ e−iθ⟨ψ|Xi|ϕ⟩+ eiθ⟨ϕ|Xi|ψ⟩+ ⟨ψ|Xi|ψ⟩

)
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ (2 + eiθ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ e−iθ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)m−1

With ζ = eiθ we have

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθFm(θ) =

1

2πi

∮
|ζ|=1

dζFm(ζ),

with

Fm(ζ) :=
1

ζ3

∏m
i=1

(
ζ⟨ϕ|Xi|ϕ⟩+ ⟨ψ|Xi|ϕ⟩+ ζ2⟨ϕ|Xi|ψ⟩+ ζ⟨ψ|Xi|ψ⟩

)
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ (2ζ + ζ2⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)m−1 . (71)

To compute the integration, we must identify the singularities of the inte-
grand within the unit circle |ζ| ≤ 1. Utilizing the Cauchy–Schwarz inequal-
ity, we have |⟨ϕ|ψ⟩| ≤ 1. For m ≥ 1, within the unit circle, there are two

singularities at ζ = 0 and ζ =
−1+

√
1−|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|2
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ . Note that the integrand also

has a singularity at ζ =
−1−

√
1−|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|2
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ .

4.4 Results for m = 1, 2

Now, we aim to evaluate the integral (71). Firstly, let’s consider m = 1. In
this case, ζ = 0 is the only singularity. The result is

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθF1(θ) =

⟨ϕ|X1|ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩

, (72)

which is consistent with the sum rule (37). Then, let us consider m = 2.

As noted above there are two singularities ζ0 = 0 and ζ1 =
−1+

√
1−|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|2
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩
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within the unit circle |ζ| ≤ 1, while the singularity ζ2 =
−1−

√
1−|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|2
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ is in

the region |ζ| ≥ 1. Thus we have

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθF2(θ) =

∑
j=0,1

Res[F2(ζ), ζj ]

With some calculations we find

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθF2(θ) = − 1

ζ31 (ζ1 − ζ2) ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩

[
⟨ψ |X1|ϕ⟩ ⟨ψ |X2|ϕ⟩

+ζ1 (⟨ϕ |X1|ϕ⟩ ⟨ψ |X2|ϕ⟩+ ⟨ψ |X1|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ |X2|ϕ⟩+ ⟨ψ |X1|ϕ⟩ (⟨ψ |X2|ψ⟩+ ⟨ϕ |X2|ϕ⟩))
ζ21
(
⟨ϕ |X2|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ |X1|ϕ⟩+ ⟨ϕ |X1|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ |X2|ϕ⟩+ ⟨ϕ |X1|ϕ⟩ (⟨ψ |X2|ψ⟩+ ⟨ϕ |X2|ϕ⟩)

+ ⟨ψ |X1|ψ⟩ (⟨ψ |X2|ψ⟩+ ⟨ϕ |X2|ϕ⟩)
)
+ ζ31

(
(⟨ϕ |X2|ψ⟩ (⟨ϕ |X1|ϕ⟩+ ⟨ψ |X1|ψ⟩)

+ ⟨ϕ |X1|ψ⟩ (⟨ϕ |X2|ϕ⟩+ ⟨ψ |X2|ψ⟩)) + ⟨ϕ |X1|ψ⟩ ⟨ϕ |X2|ψ⟩ ζ2
)]
. (73)

This result indicates that the sum rule (37) is not valid in this instance.
However, formula (46) stands as the correct one. We can calculate the
contributions of the singularity at point ζ2, and it is straightforward to
verify that

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθF2(θ) + Res[F2(ζ), ζ2] =

⟨ϕ|X1|ψ⟩⟨ϕ|X2|ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩2

, (74)

the right-hand of which yields the anticipated outcome for the short interval
expansion of PE.

4.5 Results for arbitrary m

Indeed, one could verify the outcomes for m > 2 through direct calculations.
Here we show that one could obtain the results for any m by the property
of the function Fm(ζ). The argument here is analogous to the general proof
presented in section.3.4. In the limit ζ → ∞ we find

lim
ζ→∞

Fm(ζ) →
1

ζ

∏m
i=1⟨ϕ|Xi|ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩m

. (75)

Note that the coefficient of 1
ζ in the above formula precisely represents the

term for evaluating PE. Therefore, this term can be isolated by integrating
along the circle C∞ at infinity, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For all functions
Fm(ζ), there exist three singularities ζ0, ζ1, ζ2, as discussed in previous sec-
tions. Hence, it is feasible to rewrite the integral along the circle C∞ as a
summation of residues on the ζ plane.∏m

i=1⟨ϕ|Xi|ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩m

=
∑

i,ζ plane

Res [Fm, ζi] . (76)
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While the residues summations for ζ0 and ζ1 can be rewritten as integral on
the unit circle |ζ| = 1. As a result we have

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθFm(θ) + Res[Fm(ζ), ζ2] =

∏m
i=1⟨ϕ|Xi|ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩m

. (77)

By employing the above formula, one can demonstrate the sum rule for PE
(46) in the short interval expansion.

5 Applications

5.1 Holographic dual of transition matrix

The transition matrix is typically non-Hermitian, resulting in its spectra,
as well as pseudo-Rényi entropy and PE, being complex. It is anticipated
that there exists a subset of transition matrices whose spectra are positive.
For these states, both pseudo-Rényi entropy and PE are positive. In the
context of AdS/CFT, this subset of transition matrices may have a bulk
dual. Given that the calculation method for pseudo-Rényi entropy and PE
in QFTs closely parallels that of Rényi entropy and EE, it is reasonable to
anticipate that if a given transition matrix T ψ|ϕ possesses a bulk geometric
dual, then pseudo-Rényi entropy and PE may also have corresponding bulk
geometric interpretations. For PE, its bulk dual is similarly described by
the RT formula.

In [19], the authors utilize the concept of pseudo-Hermiticity to classify
transition matrices. They particularly focus on a class of transition matrices
T ψ|ϕ for which |ϕ⟩ = η|ψ⟩, with η being a Hermitian and invertible oper-
ator. In such cases where the transition matrix exhibits pseudo-Hermitian
properties, it possesses certain distinctive characteristics. Moreover, if η can
be expressed as an integration or summation of local operators, then for any
subsystem A, η can be decomposed into ηA ⊗ ηĀ.

It is further demonstrated in [19] that if both ηA and ηĀ are either

positive or negative operators, the reduced transition matrix T ψ|ϕ
A should

exhibit positive spectra. Consequently, the pseudo-Rényi entropy and PE
also yield positive values. Transition matrices of this kind may potentially
possess a bulk geometric dual.

The sum rules that we explored in this paper may have interesting geo-
metric explanation if the transition matrix can be dual to a bulk geometry.
In the traditional treatment the bulk geometry is considered to be associated
with boundary state with a given density matrix. It is generally expected
the theory can be dual to gravity should be a gapped large-N QFTs[58][59]
with bulk Newton constant G ∼ 1/N2. The semi-classical limit G → 0
corresponds to the large N limit in the dual QFT. If a state |Ψ⟩ has a bulk
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geometric dual2, the connected 2-point correlation functions of any single
trace operator Oi should satisfy the following relation

⟨Ψ|OiOj |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Oi|Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|Oj |Ψ⟩ ∼ O(N2). (78)

Let us assume the state ρ(θ) := |ξ(θ)⟩⟨ξ(θ)| can be dual to bulk geometry.
Thus the single trace operators satisfy the relation (78) for |ξ(θ)⟩. Now using
the sum rule for the correlators (10), we have

⟨ϕ|OiOj |ψ⟩ − ⟨ϕ|Oi|ψ⟩⟨ϕ|Oj |ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩2

=
1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθN n

θ (⟨ξ(θ)|OiOj |ξ(θ)⟩ − ⟨ξ(θ)|Oi|ξ(θ)⟩⟨ξ(θ)|Oj |ξ(θ)⟩) .

Notice that the term inside the brackets scales as O(N2). Consequently, the
left-hand side of the equation above should also scale as O(N2). This reason-
ing extends to n-point correlation functions. The sum rule (10) ensures that
both the superposition state ρ(θ) and the transition matrix T ψ|ϕ exhibit the
same scaling behavior in the large N limit. Therefore, if the state ρ(θ) can
be effectively described by a bulk geometry, it suggests the possibility that
the transition matrix T ψ|ϕ is also dual to some bulk geometry.

In fact, the sum rule (10) provides a link between two geometries. The
bulk metric gµν is typically correlated with the boundary expectation value
of the stress-energy tensor. By applying the sum rule (10) to the stress-
energy tensor, one can establish a relationship between the two bulk metrics.

Moreover, the sum rule (9) can establish a connection between the bulk
on-shell action. In line with the holographic dual proposal for Rényi entropy,
the evaluation of Rényi entropy can be interpreted as the assessment of
bulk on-shell action, incorporating a cosmic brane with tension Tn = n−1

4nG
insertion[60]. This proposal extends to the transition matrix scenario. In
the semiclassical limit G→ 0, we attain the relationship:

tr(T ψ|ϕ
A )n = e−(1−n)S(n)(T ψ|ϕ

A ) ≃ e−In(T
ψ|ϕ
A ), (79)

Here, In represents the on-shell action of the bulk metric considering the
backreaction of the cosmic brane. On the right-hand side of (9), employing
a similar argument, we obtain

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθ+n logNθ−In(ρA(θ)). (80)

2Generally, it is not anticipated that a pure single state can possess a bulk geometric
dual. Instead, it may comprise a superposition of numerous pure states, all sharing the
same property as |Ψ⟩ in the semi-classical limit. For simplicity, we employ the notation
of a single pure state |Ψ⟩ to represent the states dual to a specified bulk geometry.
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The above integration can be assessed utilizing the saddle point approxima-
tion, which involves solving the equation

∂θ[−inθ + n logNθ − In(ρA(θ))] = 0. (81)

Assume the above equation has one solution θ∗. The sum rule now can be
written as the relation between two on-shell action

e−In(T
ψ|ϕ
A ) ≃ e−inθ

∗+n logNθ∗−In(ρA(θ∗)). (82)

If there are multiple solutions to (81), all contributions from these solutions
should be included.

5.2 Bound of |S(T ψ|ϕ
A )|

It is an intriguing question whether the real and imaginary parts of S(T ψ|ϕ
A )

possess lower or upper bounds. In [18], the author delves into the PE within
free field theory. To motivate their investigation, they introduce the quantity
(expressed using our notation)

∆Sψ,ϕ := |S(T ψ|ϕ
A )| −

S(ρψA) + S(ρϕA)

2
. (83)

It has been observed that this quantity is consistently non-positive in the
examples they have considered. There is a conjecture that this property
may be universal in QFTs, although there exist examples in qubit systems
where this quantity is positive.

Our summation rule for PE (46) can be employed to determine the upper
bound of PE. It’s important to emphasize that this bound is universal, as
the summation rule (46) holds true for arbitrary states |ψ⟩ and |ϕ⟩. By
examining the expression (46), we observe that the bound of PE can be
linked to the EE of the superposition state |ξ(θ)⟩. Indeed, the bound of a
superposition state has been investigated in [61]. We will adopt the approach
outlined in that paper.

5.2.1 A bound of |S(T ψ|ϕ
A )|

We will use the following inequalities that hold for any density matrices ρ1
and ρ2 and |α1|2 + |α2|2 = 1,

|α1|2S(ρ1) + |α1|2S(ρ2) ≤ S(|α1|2ρ1 + |α2|2ρ2) (84)

and

S(|α1|2ρ1 + |α2|2ρ2) ≤ |α1|2S(ρ1) + |α1|2S(ρ2) +H(|α1|2), (85)

where H(|α1|2) = −|α1|2 log |α1|2 − |α2|2 log |α2|2.
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Let us define the new superposition state

|ξ′(θ)⟩ := N ′(θ)(|ϕ⟩ − eiθ|ψ⟩), (86)

where N ′(θ) := 1/
√
2− eiθ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ − e−iθ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩. With some calculations we

have
1

2
ρA(ϕ) +

1

2
ρA(ψ) =

1

4N (θ)2
ρA(θ) +

1

4N ′(θ)2
ρ′A(θ), (87)

where the reduced density matrices are defined as ρA(ψ) := trĀ|ψ⟩⟨ψ|,
ρA(ϕ) := trĀ|ϕ⟩⟨ϕ| and ρ′A(θ) := trĀ|ξ′(θ)⟩⟨ξ′(θ)|. Using (85) for the left
hand side of (87), we have

S(
1

2
ρA(ϕ) +

1

2
ρA(ψ)) ≤

1

2
S(ρA(ϕ)) +

1

2
S(ρA(ψ)) + log 2. (88)

While using (84) for the right hand side of (87) we get

1

4N (θ)2
S(ρA(θ)) +

1

4N ′(θ)2
S(ρ′A(θ)) ≤ S

(
1

4N (θ)2
ρA(θ) +

1

4N ′(θ)2
ρ′A(θ)

)
.(89)

Therefore, we find

1

2N (θ)2
S(ρA(θ)) +

1

2N ′(θ)2
S(ρ′A(θ)) ≤ S(ρA(ϕ)) + S(ρA(ψ)) + 2 log 2. (90)

The sum rule (46) can be written as

S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) =

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−iθNθS[ρA(θ)] +

∑
i,|ζ|>1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] . (91)

We can obtain an upper bound of |S(T ψ|ϕ
A )|,

|S(T ψ|ϕ
A )| ≤ 1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθN (θ)−2|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|−1S(ρA(θ)) + |

∑
i,|ζ|>1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] |

=
1

2π

∫ 0

−π
dθN (θ)−2|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|−1S(ρA(θ)) +

1

2π

∫ 0

−π
dθN ′(θ)−2|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|−1S(ρ′A(θ))

+ |
∑
i,|ζ|>1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] |

≤ S(ρA(ϕ)) + S(ρA(ψ)) + 2 log 2

|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|
+ |

∑
i,|ζ|>1

Res [NζS(ρA(ζ)), ai] |, (92)

where we use the fact N (θ + π) = N ′(θ), S(ρA(θ + π)) = S(ρ′A(θ)) in the
second step and (90) in the third step.

The expression (92) is useless for general case since it involves a summa-
tion of residues, which can only be determined once the function NζS(ρA(ζ))
is known. In the previous section, we demonstrated that there are cases
where the function NζS(ρA(ζ)) exhibits no singularities within the region

|ζ| > 1. In such instances, the absolute value of S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) is bounded by the

quantities S(ρψA), S(ρ
ϕ
A), and |⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|.
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5.2.2 Example

In section.4.2 we discuss the PE and sum rule for perturbed states. We
establish that there are no singularities in the region |ζ| > 1 up to the order
of O(ϵ2). Thus we don’t need to consider the term of the residues summation
of the upper bound (92). In this case it follows that |⟨ϕ|ψ⟩| = 1+O(ϵ). We

also find S(ρϕA) = S(ρψA) + O(ϵ) and S(T ψ|ϕ
A ) = S(ρψA) + O(ϵ). It is evident

that the inequality (92) is satisfied in this case.
Let us consider the two qubits system discussed in section.4.1 as another

example. We define the function

∆S̃ψ,ϕ := |S(T ψ|ϕ
A )| − S(ρA(ϕ)) + S(ρA(ψ)) + 2 log 2

|⟨ϕ|ψ⟩|
. (93)

Figure 3: Plot of ∆Sψ,ϕ as a func-
tion of the parameter γ, where
both the real and imaginary parts
of γ range from −3 to 3.

Figure 4: Plot of ∆S̃ψ,ϕ as a func-
tion of the parameter γ, where
both the real and imaginary parts
of γ range from −3 to 3.

In Fig.3 and Fig.4 we show the numerical results of the function ∆Sψ,ϕ and
∆S̃ψ,ϕ. We can see that the function ∆S̃ψ,ϕ is negative, which supports the
upper bound (92). While ∆Sψ,ϕ is positive in the same region of γ.

In the above example, we omitted the term of residue summation as we
relied on the findings from section.4.1, where we expanded the function as
a series of γ. However, for large |γ|, this expansion may pose problems.
In the exact expression, the EE S(ρ(ζ)) would include a logarithmic term,
potentially encountering the branch cut of the logarithmic function. In the
subsequent section, we will briefly discuss the branch cut problem. Nonethe-
less, it appears that the upper bound (92) remains correct even for large |γ|.
The upper bound (92) is indeed a very loose bound. In the case of the per-
turbed state example, we observe that the upper bound significantly exceeds
|S(TA)|. Similarly, in the qubit example, this bound appears to be exces-
sively large. It might be plausible to adjust the construction by selecting a
different state |ξ′(θ)⟩ (86).
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6 Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we explore a novel operator sum rule (8) applicable to the

reduced transition matrix T ψ|ϕ
A and the reduced density matrix ρA(θ) gov-

erning the superposition state |ξ(θ)⟩. This rule enables the establishment
of a relationship between off-diagonal elements and the diagonal elements
(10). Moreover, we establish a connection between the pseudo-Rényi en-
tropy and the Rényi entropy. In our previous work [37], we developed a sum
rule using discrete Fourier transformation. However, this approach failed to
provide a smooth limit for the PE derived from the sum rule for pseudo-
Rényi entropy. Through the utilization of our new form of the sum rule, we
successfully derive a sum rule for PE (37).

Furthermore, we demonstrate that the transition matrix and the density
matrix can be treated uniformly through the analytical continuation of the
superposition parameter θ to a complex variable ζ, as detailed in section.2.2.
This approach allows for the extraction of the transition matrix T ψ|ϕ via
contour integration at infinity on the ζ plane. By deforming the contour
appropriately, we can readily construct the operator sum rule (8). This an-
alytical continuation becomes indispensable for deriving the complete form
of the sum rule for PE. As elucidated in section. 3.4, the accurate sum rule
for PE necessitates the inclusion of the residue summation term (46). This
assertion is validated through examples discussed in subsequent sections.

In section.5, we delve into the practical implications of the sum rule.
One noteworthy application involves gaining insights into the gravity dual
of non-Hermitian transition matrices. Our findings reveal that the scaling
behavior of connected correlation functions of single trace operators main-
tains consistency in both the superposition state |ξ(θ)⟩ and the transition
matrix in the large N limit. This observation suggests that a gravity ge-
ometry dual should exist for the transition matrix when the superposition
state |ξ(θ)⟩ possesses one. Moreover, the sum rule establishes a connection
between two bulk geometries and their on-shell actions. However, as present
we lack explicit examples to illustrate this concept. The primary challenge
lies in the scarcity of examples demonstrating the exact duality between
bulk geometry and boundary states. Recent studies have introduced a class
of geometric states known as fixed area states, which are anticipated to ex-
hibit flat entanglement spectra [62][63], see also [64]-[69]. Additionally, there
have been some proposals regarding exact states that are dual to fixed area
states in boundary CFTs. These investigations hold promise for providing
examples that show the significance of the sum rule within the bulk context.

Another intriguing application lies in determining the upper bound of

the absolute value of S(T ψ|ϕ
A ). Utilizing the sum rule for PE, this upper

bound becomes associated with the upper limit of a superposition state, a
topic previously explored in [61]. In our paper, we provide a preliminary
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bound, which we validate through simple examples. However, we anticipate
that the bound could be refined by employing a similar method with a more
careful construction of the superposition state |ξ′(θ)⟩. In the work [18], the
author proposes that the function (83) is non-positive in QFTs. The sum
rule for PE may serve as a valuable tool in either verifying or disproving
this proposition.

However, it’s crucial to acknowledge that there are still subtleties re-
garding the sum rule for PE. Constructing the sum rule for PE hinges on
investigating the singularities of the functionNζS(ρA(ζ)). The entropy func-
tion S(ρA(ζ)) typically involves the logarithmic function. In this paper, we
haven’t considered the branch cut arising from the logarithmic function.
In all the examples discussed, we assume that one can expand the results
with respect to some small parameter, effectively choosing a branch of the
logarithmic function. However, if one were to employ the full form of the
function S(ρA(ζ)), it would seem necessary to consider potential modifi-
cations due to the branch cut. Currently, we have not found a definitive
solution to this issue, but it is an problem we plan to explore in the near
future. Nevertheless, it’s important to emphasize that our result regarding
the sum rule for PE is applicable in a wide range of examples.
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A Second order perturbation of entropy

Given the operator M with trM = 1, the entropy can be written as

S(M) = −trM logM =

∫ ∞

0
dβ

(
trM

1

β +M
− 1

β + 1

)
. (94)

For the perturbed operator M + δM we have

S(M + δM) =

∫ ∞

0
dβ

(
tr(M + δM)

1

β +M + δM
− 1

β + 1

)
. (95)

We should use the following equation

(β +M + δM)−1

= [(β +M)(1 + (β +M)−1δM)]−1

= (1 + (β +M)−1δM)−1(β +M)−1

=
(
1− (β +M)−1δM + (β +M)−1δM(β +M)−1δM

)
(β +M)−1 +O(δM3).

Now we can find the second order contributions in S(M + δM), which is

δS(2) =

∫ ∞

0
dβ
(
−trδM(β +M)−1δM(β +M)−1

)
+

∫ ∞

0
dβtr

(
M(β +M)−1δM(β +M)−1δM(β +M)−1

)
= −

∫ ∞

0
dββtr

(
(β +M)−2δM(β +M)−1δM

)
. (96)

B Derivation of the relation (10)

One could derive the relation (10) by utilizing the property of Fourier trans-
formation. By definition, we have

1

2π

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθN n

θ

m∏
j=1

⟨ξ(θ)|Aj |ξ(θ)⟩

=
1

2π⟨ϕ|ψ⟩n

∫ π

−π
dθe−inθG(eiθ), (97)
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with

G(eiθ) = (2 + eiθ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩+ e−iθ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩)n−m
m∏
j=1

(⟨ϕ|+ e−iθ⟨ψ|)Aj(|ϕ⟩+ eiθ|ψ⟩).(98)

The function G(eiθ) can be expanded as polynomials of eiθ as long as n,m
are integers and n ≥ m. The highest power is of einθ with the coefficient

⟨ϕ|ψ⟩n−m
m∏
j=1

⟨ϕ|Aj |ψ⟩. (99)

This is the only surviving term through Fourier transformation in (98). It
can be demonstrated that the result of (98) is

m∏
j=1

⟨ϕ|Aj |ψ⟩
⟨ϕ|ψ⟩

. (100)

Thus, the relation (10) is proven. In section.4.5, where we develop the sum
rule for PE with short interval expansion, we arrive at a formula (77) akin
to (10). If one begins with the sum rule for pseudo-Rényi entropy (9) and
employs the short interval expansion, the same formula (10) can be derived.
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